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    HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J)2
           HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

District :   KAMRUP, 

IN THE COURT OF CIVIL JUDGE NO.2,KAMRUP,GUWAHATI
 
Present :  Sri R. Bhattacharjee, AJS,

Thursday ,    the   8th   day of     August , 2013

Money Appeal No. 1/2011

 Sri Chandi Ram Majumdar             ...............    Appellant

VS

1. Guwahati Metropolitan Development Authority 

2. The Chief Executive Officer , GMDA

3. Mr. Hitesh Sarma Medhi 

4. Mr. Dalim Gogoi                     ................     Respondents 

This  appeal  coming  on  for  final  hearing  on   18/7/2013     in  the  

presence of : 

1.  Sri P.K. Kalita 

2.  Sri G. Saikia 

3. Sri Nilotpal Das ........  Learned Advocate (s) for the Appellant

1. Ms. Malabika Baruah...........Learned Advocate (s) for the Respondents  



And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day,  the  Court  delivered  the  
following Judgment :

JUDGMENT

1. This Appeal has been preferred by the Appellant/Plaintiff against  

the Judgment and Decree dated 9/2/11 passed by the Learned Munsiff No. 1,  

Kamrup, in Money Suit No. 116/06 .

2. On  receipt  of  the  appeal  memo  ,  notice  was  issued  to  the  

Defendants/Respondents and case record of M.S. No. 116/06 was called for  

from the Learned Trial Court .  Respondents/Defendants appeared  through  

their Learned Counsel and contested the appeal. 

3. I  have heard the Learned Counsel for both sides.   I  have also  

perused and considered the appeal memo as well as impugned judgment and  

decree and the case record of M.S. No. 116/06. 

4. The brief facts leading to filing of M.S. No. 116/06, as surfaced  

upon the record, as per claim of the Plaintiff /Appellant is that the T.S. No.  

66/90 filed by the Plaintiff against his sister was decreed by Learned Civil  

Judge  (Sr.Divn)  No.  1,  Kamrup,  and  consequent  upon  execution  of  said  



decree,  the  possession  of  the  suit  land  was  also  delivered  to  the  

Plaintiff/Appellant  .   According to Plaintiff/Appellant,  during the time  of  

execution  of  the  said  decree,  at  the  behest  of  policemen  assisting  the  

execution process, Plaintiff was compelled to raise a wall in between his own  

land and the land of his sister for which Plaintiff/Appellant could not obtain  

requisite  permission  from  the  Defendant/Respondent  No.  1,  Gauhati  

Metropolitan Development Authority.  Plaintiff/Appellant further submitted  

that  subsequently,  though prayer was preferred for  regularization of  such  

construction  with  deposit  of  requisite  fees  disclosing  Plaintiff/Appellant's  

willingness  to  make  payment  of  fines  for  regularization,  but  the  

Defendant/Respondent,  without  extending  any  opportunity  to  the  

Plaintiff/Appellant,  demolished  the  wall  in  question  behind  the  back  of  

Plaintiff/Appellant .   Hence,  Plaintiff/Appellant filed the M.S. No. 160/06  

praying for allowing compensation by way of damages and other reliefs. 

5. The  Defendants/Respondent  No.  1  and  2  filed  joint  written  

statement  to  contest  the  suit  and  the  Defendant  /Respondent  No.  3  and  

Defendant/Respondent No. 4 also contested by laying down their respective  

written statement.  The Defendants resisted the suit on various law points  

such as, the suit is not maintainable, suit is bad for mis-joinder of necessary  

parties and so on and so forth. 

6. The  contesting  Defendants,  inter  alia  ,  submitted  that  

Plaintiff/Appellant though preferred for regularization of the construction but  



said prayer was not considered since the construction itself was illegal and  

reply of the consequent  show cause notice  was being not satisfactory , the  

wall was  demolished.  The Contesting Defendants, thus, prayed for dismissal  

of the suit. 

7. In  the  heels  of  above,  both  the  sides  went  on  trial  with  the  

following issues settled by Learned Trial Court. 

ISSUES

1) Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form and manner ?

2) Whether  the  Plaintiff  had  to  construct  the  wall  under  compelling  

circumstances as advised by Dispur Police ? 

3) Whether  the  demolition  of  wall  by  the  GMDA was  illegal  and  in  

contravention of the Laws of GMDA Act ?

4) Whether  the  Plaintiff  has  suffered  loss  in  the  eye  of  law  and  is,  

therefore, entitled to compensation ?

5) Whether the Plaintiff is entitled to the relief as prayed for ? 

8. During trial both the sides adduced evidence through witnesses.  

9. After going through evidence and hearing argument of both sides ,  

Learned  Trial  Court  was  pleased  to  partially  decree  the  suit  of  the  



Plaintiff/Appellant on contest with costs.

10. Against the above Judgment and Decree , the Plaintiff/Appellant  

has preferred the instant appeal on the following amongst other grounds :

a) For that the Judgment and Decree passed by the Learned Trial  

Court is not tenable in law and liable to be set aside. 

b) For that the Learned Trial Court partially decreed the suit without  

considering the evidence on record and without considering the documents  

exhibited by the Plaintiff, as such, the impugned Judgment and decree is not  

tenable in law and is liable to be decreed in full. 

c) For  that  the  Learned  Munsiff   while  deciding  issue  No.  1  

regarding maintainability of the suit, although initially left to be decided in  

Issue No. 5, finally came to the conclusion that the suit is maintainable and  

the damages has to be paid by only Defendant No. 1 and other Defendants  

are not tenable in law and liable to be set aside. 

d) For that  it  is  the case of  the  Plaintiff  that  in  execution of  the  

Decree passed in T.S. No. 66/90 (T. Execution No. 6/98), the Plaintiff under  

compulsion and at the direction of the police had to construct the wall in  



question and later on filed application for regularization of the construction  

in support of his contention  also filing documents.  The Learned  Trial Court  

decided the Issue No. 2 against the Plaintiff only on the ground that Plaintiff  

failed  to  examine  the  Police  Officer.   The  Learned  Trial  Court  failed  to  

consider the fact that it was not possible on the part of the Plaintiff to bring a  

Police Officer in civil suit with regard to an incident of 1998.  The decision  

of issue No. 2 is not tenable in law and liable to be set aside. 

e) For that, Learned Trial Court after deciding Issue No. 3 came to  

the  conclusion that  order of  demolition  was violative  of  the principles  of  

natural justice and also in contravention of  GMDA Act.   The decision of  

Issue No. 3 is sufficient for passing a decree in favour of the Plaintiff,  as  

such, the partial decree in favour of the Plaintiff is against the Defendants of  

Trial Court itself. 

f) For that , although the Trial Court decided the Issue No. 4 & 5 in  

favour of the Plaintiff but the decision of granting compensation of Rs. 1 as  

damages is not tenable in law and is liable to be set aside. 

g) For that, while the Learned Trial Court in deciding Issue No. 3, 4  

and 5 came to clear findings that the Defendants have violated principles of  

natural  justice  and  that  demolition  was  illegal  but  imposing  of  token  

compensation of Rs. 1 is not based on any basis, as such the Judgment and  



Decree in this regard is not tenable in law and liable to be set aside. 

h) For that, while deciding the suit when the Learned Trial Court  

observed  that  demolition  was  illegal  and  the  Plaintiff  is  entitled  to  

compensation,  the  basis  of  granting  token  compensation  of  Rs.  1  is  not  

tenable  in  as  much as  the  Learned Trial  Court  ought  to  have taken into  

consideration that a wall measuring about 5 ½ ft.  in height and 85 ft.  in  

length  cannot  be  re-constructed   at  Rs.  1.   The  decision  of  granting  

compensation at Rs. 1  is without any basic concept and the same is liable to  

be set aside. 

i) For that the Learned Trial Court failed to exercise the jurisdiction  

vested in law and partial decree is not tenable in law. 

j) For  that  in  any  view of  the  matter,  the  impugned Judgment  is  

untenable in law and same is liable to be set aside. 

11. During  appeal  hearing  ,  Learned  Counsel  for  the  Appellant  

/Plaintiff has reiterated the grounds raised in the appeal memo.  On the other  

hand, Learned Counsel for the Respondents/Defendants has submitted that  

Plaintiff/Appellant  has  erected  unauthorized  construction  for  which  such  

construction was demolished and accordingly, for illegal acts, the Plaintiff /  

Appellant  is not entitled to gain any undue millage. 



12. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

A) Whether the Judgment and Decree passed by the Learned Trial Court  

is just and proper and needs interference in this appeal?

13. At the outset , I intend to consider the Issue No. 2   “Whether the  

Plaintiff  had  to  construct  the  wall  under  compelling  circumstances  as  

advised by Dispur Police ?”  vis-a-vis findings of the Learned Trial Court as  

the Learned Trial Court decided this issue in negative. 

14. Upon  the  records  ,  it  is  admitted  position  that  the  Plaintiff  

/Appellant  constructed  the  wall  in  question  without  obtaining  permission  

from  the  Defendant  No.  1,  GMDA.   Therefore,  it  is  the  burden  of  the  

Plaintiff/Appellant  to  establish  that  indeed  there  was  compelling  

circumstances which forced Plaintiff/Appellant to construct the wall without  

having time to approach the GMDA.  In the back drop of above, in examining  

assertion  relating  compelling  circumstances  pressed  by  the  Plaintiff  /  

Appellant  when  we  perused  the  evidence  on  record,  it  appears  that  the  

Plaintiff/Appellant  has  failed  to  back  such  contention  either  by  any  

documentary  evidence  or  oral  evidence.   The  Appellant  side  in  memo of  

appeal raised a ground that  “ it was not possible on the part of the Plaintiff  



to bring a Police Officer in civil suit with regard to an incident of 1998” but  

such argument, in my considered view failed to cut much ice in as much as  

the  record  failed  to  highlight  any  iota  of  effort  to  that  respect  by  the  

Plaintiff /Appellant and accordingly, I do not find force in the ground raised  

by the Appellant/Plaintiff  ,  as unauthorized construction materially effects  

the  right  to  or  enjoyment  of  the  residence  in  the  area,  accordingly,  it  is  

incumbent  upon  Appellant/Plaintiff  to  establish  the  factum  of  the  

“compelling circumstances” by adducing cogent evidence rather than merely  

making assertion in his examination in chief on affidavit.  Hence, I concur  

with the findings of the Learned Trial Court as regards to this issue.  

15. Now, I intend to consider the Issue No. 3 “ Whether the 

demolition of wall by GMDA was illegal and in contravention of the Laws of  

GMDA Act. ”  in respect of which Learned Trial Court recorded affirmative  

findings. 

16. As  we  have  already  noted  upon  the  pleadings  of  the  parties,  

admittedly,  the  Plaintiff  /Appellant  had  constructed  the  wall  in  question  

without  obtaining  permission  from the  GMDA and  the  Plaintiff  as  P.W.1  

claimed that subsequently, he had made application for regularization of the  

construction.   Upon  the  evidence  of  P.W.1,   the  Plaintiff/Appellant,  

Chandiram Mazumdar  ,  it  appears  that  P.W.1   deposed  that  the  wall  in  



question was erected during three days  i.e. on  5/1/99, on 6/1/99 and on  

7/1/99 and P.W.1, admittedly, also in his examination in chief stated about  

making formal application seeking permission in the year 2000 and fees were  

deposited on 4/1/2002 .   This  aspects  clearly  surfaces that  the Plaintiff  /  

Appellant  has  been  moving  at  a  much  slower  pace  for  obtaining  such  

permission for regularization .  In such circumstances, it is clear that  GMDA  

is within its right to demolish such unauthorized construction. 

17. In Pratibha Co-operative Housing Society Limited  Vs State of  

Maharastra (1991) 3 SCC 341, Hon'b'le Apex Court observed that “ before  

parting with the case we would like to observe that this case should be a  

pointer to all the builders that making of unauthorized construction never  

pays and is against interest of the Society at large.  The rules , regulation  

and by laws 

are made by the Corporation or Development Authority  taking in view of  

the larger public interest of the society and it is the bounden duty of the  

citizen to obey and follow such rules which are made for their own benefit.  

”

18. In  Priyanka  Estates  International  Private  Ltd.  VS  State  of  

Assam  (2010) 2 SCC 27 .  Hon'ble Apex Court also observed “it is a matter  

of common knowledge that illegal and unauthorised constructions beyond  



sanctioned plans are on rise, may be due to paucity of land in big cities and  

such activities are required to be dealt with firm hands ................”

(emphasis supplied)

19. In  the  heels  above,  I  find  sufficient  reasons  to  agree  with  the  

findings of  the Learned Trial  Court  that  in  the event  of  regularization of  

unauthorized construction without any enquiry, same would adversely effect  

the  interest  of  the  public.   Hence,  in  my  considered  opinion  that  the  

Appellant/Plaintiff contravening the mandate of Section 24 of the GMDA Act,  

the Defendants /Respondents are within their right to exercise their power  

embodied under the GMDA Act.   Learned Trial  Court further recorded a  

finding that the order of demolition marked as Exhibit – H was not served  

upon  the  Plaintiff/Appellant  and  the  time  granted  to  respondent  is  

inadequate.   Noting  the  five  days  time  period  granted  to  the  

Appellant/Plaintiff,  it  appears  to  me that  such time period is  indeed not  

reasonable and sufficient time ought to have been 

provided to the Plaintiff/Appellant. Therefore, I also find cogent  reasons to  

concur with the findings of Learned Trial Court in this regard. 

20. As regards the Issue No. 4 “ Whether the Plaintiff/Appellant has  

suffered loss in the eye of law and is therefore, entitled to compensation.” ,  

Learned Trial Court has recorded a finding as to the Plaintiff / Appellant  is  

entitled to compensation  and in the Issue No. 5 “ Whether the Plaintiff is  



entitled to the relief as prayed for ? ” ,  a token compensation of Rs. 1/- was  

allowed  holding  that  the  Defendants/Respondents  failed  to  exercise  its  

discretion in proper prospect. 

21. Indeed   by  constructing  a  Wall  unauthorizedly,  the  

Appellant/Plaintiff  has  violated  the  said  mandate  of  the  Guwahati  

Metropolitan Development  Authority  Act  but  at  the  same time the  record  

surfaces  Defendants  /Respondents,  by  denying  the  Appellant/Plaintiff  

reasonable period of time so as to exercise right to prefer any appeal has  

also acted contrary to the principles of natural justice.  

22. The principle of natural justice concern procedural fairness and  

ensure a fair decision is reached by an objective decision maker. 

23. In seeking to ensure that a decision is fair and reasonable, the  

rules of natural justice apply flexibly depending upon the circumstances of  

each  individual  case.  Ultimately  the  person  likely  to  be  affected  by  the  

proposed  adverse  decision  must  be  given  a  reasonable  opportunity  to  

convince the decision maker not to make the adverse decision. 

24. In the given circumstances without allowing sufficient time to the  

Appellant/Plaintiff  ,  the  Respondent  /Defendant  choose  to  ignore  such  

procedural fairness but at the same time the act of the Appellant / Plaintiff  

constructing the wall disregarding the law also , cannot be encouraged and  



in the event of allowing damages to the plaintiff/Appellant as per the prayer,  

same  would  tantamount  to  be  endorsement  of  unauthorized  acts  of  the  

Plaintiff/Appellant. 

25. Therefore, Learned Trial Court granting a token compensation of  

Rs. 1/- in the backdrop of facts and circumstances is befitting in maintaining  

a balance in between such needs and accordingly,  I  do not find any ground  

to disturb such findings of Learned Trial Court. 

26. In considering the Issue No. 1 ,  Learned Trial Court held that the  

suit being filed seeking for damages is maintainable. 

27. In the heels of above, I do not find any reason to differ with the  

findings recorded by the Learned Trial Court as regards to this issue. 

28. Consequently,  Learned  Trial  Court  decreed  the  suit  partially  

granting damages of Rs. 1/- to the Plaintiff /Appellant as a 

token amount.  In the backdrop of foregoing discussions, I do not find any  

infirmity in the judgment and decree.  

29. In result, I hold that the appeal is devoid of merit  and acordingly  

dismissed the appeal,   the   Judgment  and Decree passed by the Learned  

Munsiff No. 1, Kamrup,  in M.S. No. 116/06 is hereby affirmed and upheld .



30. Considering surrounding facts and circumstances , the parties are  

left to bear their own costs.  

31. Prepare a Decree within 15 days from to-day. 

32. Send down the case record of  M.S.  No. 116/06 to the Learned  

Court of Munsiff No. 1, Kamrup with a copy of this Judgment. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 8th day of  

August, 2013 . 

Civil Judge No. 2,

Kamrup, Guwahati. 

Dictated & corrected by me

Civil Judge No. 2, 

Kamrup, Guwahati. 


